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Our intention is to provide a united front to help support local construction
and built environment businesses and individuals, through the ongoing
repercussions of the COVID-19 coronavirus for our sector.
Through this bulletin, we plan to provide a regular centralised, factual, relevant and robust
source of official information. We can share intelligence to help us both now and to plan for
the future. We want to create a forum for feedback with Plymouth City Council and Cornwall
Council. We will stay positive about our world post COVID-19 and we will help each other to do
so through staying in touch.

Welcome!

in helping to keep us connected and up to date and will help all of
us to put our businesses in the best possible place to respond to
the coming months of potential uncertainty.” We continue to invite
input to represent all parts of our sector to contribute to this regular
feature so please do get in touch. Work on economic recovery
planning across Plymouth and the wider region is underway with the
construction sector being truly positioned as a key catalyst which
should be a comfort for us all in these turbulent times, and who
knows we may even change things for the better in our industry and
our lives #KindnessMatters

Hello, we hope everyone is OK but if you’re not, don’t worry, that’s
OK too. The key message for this week’s timely Mental Health
Awareness Week is to ‘be kind’ and I take that advice to be as much
about self-care and reaching out for help, as it is about supporting
others especially during this exceptionally challenging time. I can
relate as last week I experienced massive anxiety, feelings I have
never encountered before triggered by this prolonged period of
social isolation. It felt so much better sharing how I was feeling
with family, friends and colleagues, and in return I received much
kindness. Do reach out and we will continue to support each other
as friends as well as valued colleagues. Along with protecting
our mental health, we are keen to hear your views and local good
practice to help us work safely in all our environments. For this issue
we welcome Patrick Deigan, Director at Architects Design Group to
share his ‘Construction Viewpoint’. It is great to hear that our weekly
Bulletin is appreciated by the construction community as a “wealth
of guidance and industry updates… providing invaluable

Stay safe, stay in touch.

Emma Hewitt
Building Plymouth Skills Co-ordinator, Plymouth City Council
Lead Officer for Heart of the SW LEP Construction
& Built Environment Skills

Staying Healthy and Positive

It’s #MentalHealthAwarenessWeek
However you're feeling, it's important to remember that you're not alone. Below are resources which provide advice and guidance on looking after your mental health
and how to get help:
Mental Health First Aid England support for working from home, including self-care
CLICK HERE for more information
Mental Health Foundation, provides a range of content designed to give you more information about mental health and to help you to look after your mental health
CLICK HERE for more information
Mind provides advice and support to empower anyone who is experiencing a mental health problem. This link is for advice relating to coronavirus and your mental
health, including work, anxiety, bereavement and loneliness
CLICK HERE for more information
Mates in Mind is raising awareness, addressing the stigma of poor mental health and promoting positive mental wellbeing across workplaces. Mates in Mind works
across industries, focusing on construction, as well as related sectors including transport, logistics and manufacturing
CLICK HERE for more information
The Lighthouse Club provides a confidential 24/7 Construction Industry Helpline for the industry’s workforce and their families. Whether you’re an employer or an
employee, the helpline provides the first point of contact for those who need to access a range of completely confidential support services including mental health
CLICK HERE for more information
One You Plymouth, covers everything that can impact upon your wellbeing, including eating well, stop smoking, move more, stress less and other tools to improve
your health
CLICK HERE for more information
NHS: How to access mental health services
CLICK HERE for more information
Plymouth based Head Space offers an out-of-hours service for people who consider that they are approaching a mental health crisis. The service aims to provide a
non-clinical setting with a safe, calm and structured environment, where individuals can go to access peer support. 07890 257614
CLICK HERE for more information
May 2020 – Understanding Mental Health in the Built Environment
The Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) has published a report, ‘Understanding Mental Health in the Built Environment’, which looks at the state of mental health
within the industry. It describes the ‘silent crisis’ affecting many construction workers’ day-to-day lives and makes a number of recommendations to tackle it, from
improving awareness to providing specialist support services
CLICK HERE for more information
12/05/20 – CBI Coronavirus Webinar: Mental health and wellbeing
This recorded webinar discusses the UK economy, and mental health and wellbeing.
CLICK HERE for more information

Official Government Updates
Latest summary of support available from UK government
CLICK HERE for more information

The Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme is now available through
participating lenders
CLICK HERE for more information

Guidance to help employers, employees and the self-employed understand how
to work safely during the coronavirus pandemic
CLICK HERE for more information

13/05/20 - The Housing Secretary’s
statement on the government’s response
to COVID-19 and the plan to safely restart,
reopen and renew the housing market
CLICK HERE for more information
13/05/20 - GOV.UK new Coronavirus Planning
update
The Government announced new measures
to further support house building including
allowing more flexible working hours on
construction sites which will support
these sites in meeting social distancing
requirements. Site visits and the use of
digital technology and virtual meetings should
become the norm in planning casework.
A range of temporary measures are being
introduced by the Government to make
it easier to operate the planning system,
especially the development management
process, within the current public health
guidelines:

13/05/20 - Coronavirus (COVID-19):
Community Infrastructure Levy guidance
CLICK HERE for more information
13/05/20 - Procurement Policy Note 02/20:
Supplier relief due to COVID-19
This updated Procurement Policy Note (PPN)
sets out information and guidance for public
bodies on payment of their suppliers to ensure
service continuity during and after the current
COVID-19 outbreak.
CLICK HERE for more information

CLICK HERE for more information
For information about all things planning and
building safety click here

Official Plymouth City Council updates
19/05/20 – Seeking evidence of demand for local accommodation
We have identified that some sites in Plymouth are experiencing problems for specialist
contractors re-starting due to the current restrictions on accommodation bookings. To enable
lobbying we need to provide evidence of strategic sites who require local accommodation.
Please email issues to emma.hewitt@plymouth.gov.uk by 26 May
08/05/20 – Plymouth Building Control External Onsite Inspections
At present we are experiencing exceptional circumstances due to the measures put in place
to manage the Covid-19 epidemic. As a result, Plymouth City Council Building Control have
considered the services that we undertake and how best to deliver our function as a regulatory
body. As of 7th May 2020 we have recommenced some of our external type visits including
excavations and external drainage.
Many of our typical on site inspection stages at present continue to be suspended to avoid
unnecessary risk to our staff and the customers that we meet on site. As it has always been it
remains the requirement for certain works to be assessed and we therefore request that we are
contacted at certain stages of the build (to be confirmed by a surveyor at each stage).
Please make a request for a site inspection in the normal way by calling 01752 304343,
e-mailing buildcon@plymouth.gov.uk or downloading the LABC Inspection app, and a surveyor
will contact you to discuss arrangements for the requested inspection.
Please note, the function of the Building Control service is to act as a third-party assessor
to consider compliance of building work to the requirements of The Building Regulations
2010, however it is the duty of the persons carrying out the work to adhere with all necessary
legislation.
Thank you for your co-operation at this difficult time and please do contact us for any more
information.
Plymouth City Council Building Control
Office telephone: 01752 304343
Office e-mail: buildcon@plymouth.gov.uk

David Draffan, Service Director of Economic Development
David Draffan, Service Director of Economic Development, Plymouth City Council has released
his latest Blog on Linked In which brings you up to speed with PCC action and response to the
government announcements:
07/05/20 CLICK HERE for the blog

Useful Links from Plymouth City Council:
•

For business support CLICK HERE

•

For the COVID-19 webpage including service updates, ways to get support and the latest
guidance on keeping yourself and your family safe CLICK HERE

•

For a range of ideas and resources to keep all members of the family occupied and
entertained during the lockdown CLICK HERE

•

For guidance on what you can and can’t do during the coronavirus outbreak CLICK HERE

•

For guidance on staying at home with a possible coronavirus (COVID-19) infection CLICK
HERE

•

If you know someone who needs help? Visit our support web page CLICK HERE

•

If you’re thinking of volunteering? Visit the Plymouth Good Neighbours volunteering
scheme CLICK HERE

Official Cornwall Council Updates
Update on Covid-19 testing sites in Cornwall
From this week, there is a change to a couple of the testing sites across Cornwall. The
local testing sites at Threemilestone and Liskeard are remaining as before, but the site
at Tregunna Park in Truro has moved to the Heartlands car park at Pool from 15 May.
The site at Bodmin closed on 14 May, and will reopen at a location to be confirmed near
Bude this week. Tests must be pre-booked before arrival at the testing sites.
Follow the link for more details of how to get tested: Click Here
The People Hub
If you live in Cornwall and you’re looking for advice as an individual (as opposed to a
business), the People Hub has been launched to help with any queries regarding issues
such as employment, self-employment, zero hour contracts, furloughing, retraining and
sick pay.
You can reach the People Hub Monday - Friday from 10.00-17.00 on 0333 0150699.
Cornwall Building Control update
Our Council Building Control surveyors are still visiting construction sites across
Cornwall on a daily basis. All our inspection requests are being assessed subject to
COVID-19 protocols that we have in place, to protect both our staff and the public. You
can still submit a Building Regulations Application in the normal way, and your plans will
still be checked in the normal way.
See below for more information on when to notify us and how to arrange an inspection.
Please ensure that you still notify us at commencement of building work and also when
all other inspection stages have been reached, as indicated on your site inspection log
that will be issued by email following your notice of commencement. Inspections can be
arranged by sending an email to buildingcontrol@cornwall.gov.uk or by ringing 01872
224792 (option 1). If using email, please include a phone number so that we can make
contact with you about the visit. You will be asked whether anyone at the site has been
advised to self-isolate or has recently returned from overseas travel to an affected area.
We will decide on a case by case basis whether a site inspection is essential and we will
contact you if we are unable to physically attend, to discuss alternative ways of assessing
the work, as appropriate.
For more detailed information please see our website HERE.
Latest from the Capital Projects Team
A number of construction projects that were paused are now remobilising or actively
underway with Cornwall Council keen to support Contractors where the works can be
undertaken in accordance with the latest guidance for construction sites.
Click here for our Capital projects webpage.
For more information on Cornwall’s response to the Covid – 19 pandemic and how we’re
helping residents and businesses, please visit the Cornwall Council website.

News from the Heart of the South West LEP
13/05/20 – Heart of SW LEP Chief Executive David Ralph describes
the resources and support the LEP offer to those affected by the
coronavirus pandemic
Hear the full Podcast interview HERE.
13/05/20 – Latest Growth Hub Newsletter
CLICK HERE for more information
Skills Support for Redundancy
Funded, tailored training to support individuals and businesses
CLICK HERE for more information
Visit the website to find out more Covid19 business support
CLICK HERE for more information

Construction Sector Updates
18/05/20 – Updated Site Operating Procedures Version 4

13/05/20 - Charter for Safe Working Practice

These operating procedures have been updated to incorporate a number
of technical changes as a result of the recently published Government
guidance on Working Safely during Coronavirus (COVID-19) – Construction
& Other Outdoor Work. The changes to the Site Operating Procedures –
Version 4 are minimal and include: Removal of the requirement for faceto-face contact to be kept to 15 minutes or less, the section on PPE now
links to the latest Government guidance on face coverings, references to
one-way systems and the reconfiguration of seating and tables and an
update on portable toilets, the requirement to share risk assessments
with the workforce, clarification on when to travel to work, as set out in the
Government’s COVID19 Recovery Strategy, and updated links and wording
on social distancing.

The Home Builder's Federation have agreed a charter for safe working
practices with the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government.

CLICK HERE for more information

14/05/20 – COVID-19 Planning implications for law and policy in England
CLICK HERE for more information

18/05/20 - How are local authorities responding?
A live tracker on how Councils are working through the COVID-19
pandemic and beyond, updated in partnership with the Planning Advisory
Service.
CLICK HERE for more information
18/05/20 - Recovery must not trigger a race to the bottom
CLICK HERE for more information

13/05/20 – New guidance published from the Federation of Master
Builders for their members and clients on starting or restarting a building
project during the coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis
CLICK HERE for more information

CLICK HERE for more information
May 2020 - The Construction Innovation Hub launches the first edition of Hub in
Focus monthly newsletter
CLICK HERE for more details

Latest information from CITBLea
15/05/20 - Covid compliance check lists for site managers
CITB and the Construction Leadership Council have issued a
comprehensive set of checklists and forms to help site managers brief
workers and operate sites safely.
Download the CC01: COVID-19 – Site operating procedures compliance
checklist
Download the CC02: COVID-19 – Health, safety and environmental risk
assessment template
Download the CC03: COVID-19 – A toolbox talk for construction workers
Download the CCO4: COVID-19 – Weekly site operating procedures checklist

CITB’s COVID-19 updates page is being refreshed daily and includes
information on a range of subjects, including Grants, Funding and
Apprenticeships.
CITB urges all employers not to dismiss any apprentices without first
contacting the apprenticeship team: apprenticeships.covid19@citb.co.uk
Our local Apprenticeship Officer is: Darren.Murrish@citb.co.uk

Professional Bodies Resources – Covid19 and CPD
RIBA Covid-19 Hub
The Hub is being updated daily with new guidance for architects, clients, students; and
government engagement that supports the whole construction sector.
Follow the link HERE.
And a simple digest list HERE.
RIBA
LINK HERE members use your own details to access Dashboard.
Landscape Institute
Please use individual memberships here to log on – general access to topics and section
including actual backdated landscape journals with ‘page turner’ tool.
CLICK HERE for more details.
CIAT
For members, and also general navigation – has a useful Knowledge Zone
CLICK HERE for more details
Urban Design Group
Offers many topics for learning and electronic version of Urban Design Journal
CLICK HERE for more details
TRADA
CLICK HERE for more details
NBS Website
Events page lists series of Webinars, suggest those aligned to RIBA Plan of Work, such as Fire
Safety and Sustainability Outcomes
CLICK HERE for more details

Weekly, monthly, and quarterly journals are available on line, including:
Architect’s Journal
Architectural Review
RIBA Journal
Architecture Today
Dezeen magazine
Building Magazine
Building Design Magazine
Topos Landscape Magazine
CIAT AT Journal
Landscape Institute Journal
Urban Design Group Journal
Design Week Magazine

Local Construction Viewpoint

2. How has the situation impacted on you and your colleagues?
We work in an industry that has become more and more collaborative over recent
years. We miss sitting down around a set of drawings or sketchpad sharing ideas
and discussing possibilities. However, we have all adapted very quickly to using
the various video conferencing platforms and this has proved to be a surprisingly
effective alternative, which no doubt will continue to be used more and more in
the future. We have moved further towards a task-based approach with a focus
on deadlines rather than set working hours. This has ensured that the level of
service provided has not been affected.

3. The most challenging aspect to date?
Managing the finances and resource planning. Although the financial aspects
have been easier to deal with because the current situation doesn’t just affect
our industry and there has been a greater level of cooperation. We have made
concerted efforts to understand our client’s priorities, to be proactive and to
provide flexibility. We are also in regular contact with our accountant and bank
manager, who have been sources of valuable advice and support. It is more
important than ever to closely monitor projects and identify those that might stall
and add new ones that are being instructed.

Patrick Deigan
Company: 		
Location:		
Company Role:
Company Type:

Architects Design Group
Plymouth
Director
Architects and Design Consultants

1. What has the effect been currently to your company / business?
The main effect has been adapting to remote working. The resourcefulness
of our staff has been impressive. It must be the architectural training! This
is a particularly challenging time for those who are juggling work with home
schooling and caring for vulnerable family members. Our business activities are
encroaching on their personal space and family life. We are hugely appreciative
of the commitment to maintaining our high standards. There have been small
changes in the type of work that we are doing since the closure of some sites.
However, enquiries continue to come in for new sites and potential projects.

4. Positives you have been able to take from the situation?
Our amazing staff. The enhanced team spirit that has been developed and the
“we’re all in this together” attitude. The IT and communications technology which,
almost seamlessly, facilitates new working patterns. Captain Tom, applause for
the NHS, a re-evaluation of what is important, including a greater appreciation
of our local environment. Increased emphasis on looking after those around us.
A little time to reflect and to plan, and to consider how, through design, we can
embrace the potential to adapt or enhance our homes, workplaces and external
spaces for a post COVID-19 world.

5. Best advice you can give to others?
Keep positive! Make use of the wealth of guidance and industry updates that are
being circulated on a regular basis, including from Building Plymouth, Plymouth
City Council, the Chamber of Commerce and other industry bodies. These have
proved invaluable in helping to keep us connected and up to date and will help all
of us to put our businesses in the best possible place to respond to the coming
months of potential uncertainty. Keep in touch with staff who are working
remotely, support them and prepare for the next phases of the lockdown exit
plan.

Getting back on site safely
18/05/20 – Social distancing on site
Willmott Dixon has issued a series of photos showing how its projects
have adapted to working while trying to minimise the risk of Covid-19.
CLICK HERE for more information

15/05/20 – Barratt Developments creates new and enhanced
working practices and protocols, changing the way we work and
how our sites look and operate
CLICK HERE for more information

SWWIC (South West Women in Construction)
Friday 15th May 2020 is a date that will certainly go down in SWWIC
history as South West Women in Construction held their virtual AGM
for the first time ever! In these unprecedented times it was felt that
the organisation should hold the event through the use of Zoom and
to make contact with as many of the members as possible.

If you would like to know more about SWWIC or become a member
(or would like to suggest or help organise an event) then please
either visit the website http://www.swwic.co.uk/ or make contact
via our email address info@swwic.co.uk. We always welcome new
ideas and new members!

Although there were a few glitches (mainly from the chair!) the
event was well attended by members who heard from each of the
committee members on the many achievements made during the
course of 2019-20. A list of events were included within the chair
report which also included the promotion of external events.

Glayne Price
SWWIC Chair

The committee will remain largely unchanged for 2020-21 with
Glayne Price taking on the chair role for her final year. A strategy for
progressing over the next 3-4 years was also put to the members
so the future looks bright for this all female construction related
organisation.

Proud to Help
We would like to share a spotlight of how the construction and built environment industry is supporting national efforts in fighting the Coronavirus:
13/05/20 - Exeter NHS Nightingale Hospital will open next month
Building work is now well underway to transform a former Homebase store
into Exeter's new NHS Nightingale Hospital. Amazing work from NHS England, BAM Construction, Stride Treglown, Ward Williams Associates (WWA)
Services Design Solution (SDS), TClarke, Hoare Lea and many more teams
working tirelessly to deliver this local scheme.
CLICK HERE for more details

Call to action

Lighthouse Club - The Construction Industry Charity
13/05/20 - A staggering £320,031 has been raised so far by the
construction industry in response to the COVID 19 pandemic and the
catastrophic impact it is having on our construction community
Donations have been received across the country from both individuals
and organisations who have stepped up to support the only charity that
provides physical, financial and mental wellbeing to our construction
workforce and their families. This urgent crisis fund is restricted and 100%
of the donations received will be used to support construction families in
need.
CLICK HERE for more information
To find out more watch the video HERE.

Legal & HR Matters
Useful guides and contacts:

Contact Us

For any queries, feedback and support:
CLICK HERE to contact Building Plymouth

Other key contacts include:
Emma Hewitt, Building Plymouth
Kate Mills, The Building Forum Devon & Cornwall
Glayne Price, South West Women in Construction
Peter Everitt, Constructing Excellence Plymouth Club
Mike Borkowski, Constructing Excellence Exeter Club

•

CLICK HERE for Foot Anstey information

•

CLICK HERE for Ashfords information

•

CLICK HERE for Michelmores information

•

CLICK HERE for Womble Bond Dickinson

About Us
Building Plymouth is a council-led partnership with the local construction and
built environment industry that drives skills and employment with the aim of
increasing the number of local skilled people joining the industry. During this
unprecedented and challenging time, we are very keen to support the local
construction community and would be pleased to hear from employers and
individuals about how we can best help.
Building Plymouth COVID19 Bulletins are located on our website at:
www.buildingplymouth.co.uk/covid19-updates

David Bayliss, First Thursday Club Plymouth

DISCLAIMER: The materials in this guidance are provided for general information purposes and do not constitute legal or other professional advice. While the information is considered to be true and correct at the date of publication,
changes in circumstances may impact the accuracy and validity of the information. Building Plymouth is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for any action or decision taken as a result of using the guidance. You should
consult a professional adviser for legal or other advice where appropriate.

